
BOTTOM LINE: Use my words for good, not evil.

MATERIALS NEEDED

DO THIS: Have your students read James 3:1-12 and then make a drawing to visually 
interpret what this passage says. 

DO THIS: Use a visual of cups to illustrate how words have the 
power to either build us up or tear us down.

Tea candle & matches (provided)

Tell your students to open their Bibles to James 3:1-12. Have someone read the 
passage once out loud.
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DO THIS: Re-read James 3:5-6 and use the visual of fire to have a discussion about these 
verses.

Ask someone to read James 3:5-6 again out loud. While they’re reading, light the tea 
candle and place it in the middle so everyone can see it.

ASK: Why do you think James used fire to describe the power of the tongue?

Using TEN of the plastic cups and sharpie, ask your students 
to share some encouraging/affirming things people have said 
to them before and then write each word/phrase on a cup.
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Use the Mad Libs sheet in your folder!

Plastic cups (provided)
Sharpie (provided)

Now, tell your students to take out their notebooks and pens and spend a few minutes 
drawing out the visuals that James gives in this passage. (Think comic strip)
Ask some of your students to share their drawings with your group.

ASK: Have you ever experienced words be destructive like this? Tell us about it.

When you’re finished, make a pyramid with the cups and explain how 
affirming and encouraging words have the power to build us up. 



“In the same way, the tongue is a small thing that makes grand speeches.
But a tiny spark can set a great forest on fire.”

James 3:5

SAY THISStatistics estimate that for every one positive and encouraging 
thing someone hears, they 
hear nine negative things. 
As followers of Jesus, we should be using our words to build up WAY more than to tear down.

ASK: How does it feel when someone encourages/affirms you?

ASK: When was the last time you used your words to build someone up?

DO THIS: Have your students write out a prayer to God asking Him to help them use their 
words for good, not evil. 

Tell your students to spend two minutes writing out a prayer to God in their notebooks 
asking Him to help them use their words for good, not evil. You can play a worship 
song on your phone or computer while they write. 

DO THIS: Lead your students in an affirmation activity using the plastic cups and paper 
from their notebooks

Give each student one of the plastic cups (pull out extras from your tub and don’t use 
the cup with the negative words) and tell them to tear out a page from their notebook 
and then tear it into FIVE strips.
Tell your students to write something affirming to the FIVE people to their left on their 
strips of paper and then drop the paper in that person’s cup when they’re finished.

Now, ask someone to share something negative that someone has 
said to them before and write that word/phrase on another cup.
Explain how words also have the power to tear us down and 
then throw the negative cup at the tower of positive cups to 
knock it down.

ASK: How does it feel when someone tears you down with 
their words?
ASK: Why do you think Jesus cares about how we use words?

ASK: How would you rate how you use your words on a scale of 1-10, 1 being “I only 
use my words to tear other people down,” and 10 being “I only use my words to build 
other people up”?

Tell your students to bring their cups with their affirmations home with them and read 
the affirmations when they need to be built up.


